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plus: Oma-Ha-Has by Byron Graham

I shivered as the last few gallons of gas burbled into the tank.

A grey and gusty midwestern afternoon, the weather befit the
bleakness of the landscape.
continued on p 1
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continued from cover
Seething with resentment, I spotted Jackie
emerging from the truck stop bathroom with a
freshly coked-up vigor.
Shit. He must’ve re-upped in Kansas City.
He’ll never shut up now. These last two hours are
going to be brutal. Couldn’t he wait until we got to
the club?
I made one last futile attempt to squeegee
away the insect carcasses dotting my windshield
before climbing into my car and merging back onto
Interstate 29. The gig tonight was at a relic of the
’80s comedy boom called Oma-Ha-Has,
perplexingly located across the Missouri River
from its titular city in Council Bluffs, Iowa.
“You got people in Omaha, right?” Jackie
asked, speaking for the Pirst time in hours.
“I know some comics,” I replied, bracing
myself for another irritation.
“Well Dinah—she owns the place—and
they’re uh, remodeling the condo right now,” he
said without looking up from his phone.
“Ok, so what’s our lodging situation?”
“Dinah booked us a room at the Motel 8, but
you see, she ain’t booked but the one room. And I
got me piece of ass comin’ down from Sioux City
and I ain’t interested in sharing if you know what I
mean,” Jackie leered and searched through his
phone for a photo.
“Gross.”
“Come on man, we been on the road eight
days and my dick’s drier than a—”
“Fine, Pine, you can have the room,” I
relented. “I can probably stay with my friends
Rusty and Grace, but can I at least use your shower
before the show? They live in squalor.”
“Oh what’s the matter, does little Lord
Fauntleroy need to have his bathtime everyday?”
he taunted with the exaggerated whine of a
schoolyard bully.
“You’re literally mocking hygiene right
now,” I replied, reminding myself that in two days
I’d be home and I’d never have to see “Hackie”
Saville again.
“You’re never gonna be able to handle the
road dog life, Owen. I swear this one time...”
Jackie’s stories were fairly easy to tune out

because he rarely checked to conPirm if I was
listening. All it took was a few nods here and there,
a feigned expression of surprise when he
inevitably name-dropped Kinison, and his
ceaseless coke-fueled chatter could become a kind
of white noise. I Pirst met Jackie when I was doing
an emcee spot at Goony Gus’ Komedy Korner in
Colorado Springs. His sole remaining unburnt
bridge in the Centennial State, Jackie haunted the
place, guzzling free tequila and headlining on the
slow nights. I resented him immediately. Before
even introducing himself, he chastised me for
saying “fuck” during my set and then proceeded to
open on a joke about hitting his kids. I was
horriPied; Jackie Saville—with his dull blue eyes
set too close together on his weathered, jowly face
—certainly had the look of a child abuser, even
listening to him made me feel complicit in the most
frightful behavior imaginable. And of course the
crowd fucking loved it.
The resentment only deepened with time.
Jackie Saville was a living anachronism lingering
on the margins regional standup clubs, content to
eke out a meager living playing any B club or
roadhouse that would still headline him.
Perpetually clad in an ill-Pitting leather jacket no
matter the climate, Jackie had clearly been
sleepwalking through the same hour of material
since 2002. He’d kill time every night with
multiple entreaties to “give it up for the troops.” I
resented the grim future this coked-up specter of
failure represented, and bristled at at the
condescension apparent in his perpetual
unsolicited advice, I found the way he treated
women appalling, and was sickened by every
hacky note of his material. He embodied
everything I hated about comedy. But I still agreed
to open for him. To drive him through three states.
To help sell his fucking merch.
I exited into Council Bluffs, winding down a
long thoroughfare lined with massive casinos. We
pulled into a sparse parking lot outside a squat
grey building within view of Harrah’s. The “M” on
Oma-Ha-Ha’s neon sign blinked erratically above a
marquee that read: Tonight! Jackie Saville and
Guest.
“Good to see I got that sweet ‘and guest’
credit.” I said wryly.
“Well, nobody’s fucking here to see you,
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dude.” Jackie retorted without even looking behind
him.
Nobody’s here to see you either, you creepy
old hack.
We’d arrived in Council Bluffs at an
awkward hour. We were too late to check into the
motel or have dinner before the show, but by the
time we shufPled into the club, nobody was there
apart from a few weary staff members. Jackie
retreated into green room, presumably to do more
blow, so I took a seat at the bar and waited
uncomfortably. I sent out a mad volley of texts to
every comic I knew in Omaha in a frantic search
for somewhere to stay, copy/pasting the same
fervent request into multiple threads. A bartender
emerged from the kitchen, wordlessly and
methodically readying the bar for opening.
“You been drivin’ with Jackie all day?” she
asked out of nowhere.
“Just since Kansas City,” I replied, “so about
three hours.”
“I bet it felt like longer though. What’re you
drinking?”
“What do we get? Wells?”
“You betcha.”
“I’d like a gin and tonic then, please.”
She Pished a bottle of Crystal Palace gin
from the well, and scooped a handful of ice into a
short glass before pouring an eye-wateringly stiff
drink topped with a splash of tonic water from the
soda gun. “We got limes, but honestly they’re a
little janky,” she said, gesturing towards a grimlooking fruit tray.
I politely shook my head. “You guys
expecting much of a crowd?”
“I know pre-sales aren’t great and I think
the Huskers game might still be going on, so we’re
probably looking at a pretty low turnout. Not low
enough to cancel though, so don’t worry honey.”
“Thanks for letting me know; I’m Owen by
the way.”
“Nice to meet you Owen, my name’s Yvette.
You come Pind me when you want another G & T.”
She sauntered off towards the ofPice leaving me to
the quiet of the empty bar. I checked my phone,
but so far no one had responded to my requests
except for Colin, who was out of town and
therefore unable to help. With at least twenty
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minutes to go until the Pirst audience members
started showing up, I gulped down my drink with a
wince and retreated to my car to smoke a joint.
After eight days on the road, a car becomes more
of a habitat than a vehicle. Strewn with garbage,
and Pilled with a week’s worth of unpleasant
smells, I wasn’t eager to return, but Iowa’s
blistering cold and less enlightened possession
laws left me with little choice. Though my supply
was dwindling and I’d fully intended to save half of
it for later, I ended up smoking the joint down to
the crutch while watching the sun set through the
silhouettes of bare tree branches.
A small crowd of twenty to thirty had lined
up at the box ofPice and the waitstaff were already
starting to seat people. I squeezed past the
customers, mostly comprised of older couples who
looked vaguely like my parents along with a gaggle
of business casual bros on some sort of group
outing. I glanced into the showroom for the Pirst
time. While a crowd of this size would be Pine in a
smaller venue, Oma-Ha-Has was cavernous. The
empty seats nearly tripled the occupied ones. All
the signs of a god damn blood bath.
I wandered back to the green room, grateful
to the Pind the door open and Jackie nowhere in
sight. A couple schlubby-looking dudes were
tucking into a plate of chicken tenders and talking
shit about some NetPlix special they’d both seen.
“Hey what’s up, I’m Owen. Which one of you
guys is the host?”
The chubbier of the two comics pointed
towards himself with both thumbs. “I’m hosting.
Name’s Trevor. That’s Russell, he’s doing a seven
minute guest spot. You cool with doing twenty
Pive?” I nodded and exchanged pleasantries with
them for a few agonizing minutes. A harried sound
guy came darting into the green room in a huff,
announcing that the show was starting in Pive.
Trevor took his place behind the curtain, breathing
meditatively and muttering to himself as the
seconds until show time ticked away.
I watched from offstage, making a valiant
effort to laugh audibly. Truth be told, Trevor and
Russell’s sets were indistinguishable rants about
smoking weed and jerking off because, like most
dudes in their early twenties, smoking weed and
jerking off was the the full extent of their life
experience. I went over my set list one Pinal time as

Russell worked towards his closer, an abortion
joke that tanked hard. Trevor, doing nothing to
win them back over, sheepishly introduced me and
I took the stage to halPhearted applause.
Sweet Jesus, I hope they laugh.
I thanked Trevor, and upon gazing out into
the crowd for the Pirst time, completely forgot my
set list. I fumbled, racking my brain for an opening
line, but failed to come up with anything but
“Wow, thanks. You guys are a great-looking crowd.
I don’t mean that there’s a lot of you, just that
you’re all super fuckable.”
There was no immediate response from the
audience. Fair enough for such a lame opener, I
thought. But just as I was about to start a new bit, a
lone chuckle emerged from the crowd. The timing
was so off, I began to think someone in the
audience was mocking me, but soon everyone
seated nearby began laughing too. Giggles gave
way to guffaws, and soon the entire crowd erupted
into such hysterics I found it impossible to get a
word in.
“Ok, what the fuck is going on, I haven’t
even said anything!” I shouted into the mic. But the
laughter continued. People were crying, falling out
of their seats, and laughing themselves hoarse.
“Stop it! What’s wrong with all of you?” I
cried, but they all just kept laughing. “I don’t know
what’s going on, but you need to get the fuck out
here ,Trevor!”
I returned the mic to its stand and just
stood there on the stage, saying nothing. They still
wouldn’t stop. What the hell was going on?
Humans don’t behave this way. It was like
everyone in the room had been caught in a
temporal loop, except the volume and intensity of
their laughter was steadily increasing.
“Trevor, what the fuck!?” I shouted, walking
off stage.
I entered the green room and saw Trevor,
Russell, and Jackie doubled over, chortling
uncontrollably, gasping for breath. I’d never seen
anyone laugh like that, not during Pive years of
comedy, not even during thirty-three years of
being alive.
I ran out to the bar, only to discover Yvette
consumed by the same hysterics. Clutching a
shattered martini glass in her profusely bleeding
hands, her face frozen in a rictus grin, she

guffawed away, heedless of her wounds. I
frantically searched the club for anyone who
wasn’t in the midst of an uncontrollable laughing
Pit but found no one.
Nothing could’ve prepared me for the chaos
that awaited outside, however. I heard the
sickening crunch of metal colliding with metal and
darted into the parking lot. At a nearby
intersection, two cars had collided with a
municipal bus. Injured passengers limped through
the streets, pouring out of the wrecked bus in the
same frenzy that had overtaken everyone in the
club. The roadway havoc continued as I made my
way up the boulevard. Cars had smashed into
trees, telephone poles, and even storefronts. The
rare pedestrians I saw were cackling maniacally.
No one I saw, be they civilians, casino bouncers, or
even police ofPicers could stop laughing long
enough to answer simple questions.
I started walking back towards my car.
Clearly there was some sort of mass hysteria afoot,
and so far I was the only person exempt from it.
Though it seemed like an unforgivably narcissistic
conclusion, I couldn’t think of any cause for these
Pits other than my terrible joke. Perhaps that
meant the craze was limited to some sort of
geographical radius. I sat in my car and adjusted
the radio dial until I got to a local station. Sure
enough, the same laughter rung out from every
channel that hadn’t gone off the air. I refreshed the
news feed on my phone and found nothing. No one
I knew would answer a phone call or respond to a
text message. I started to drive away. Exercising
particular caution to avoid the carnage on the
roadways, I set off in search of a place that hadn’t
been afPlicted by the madness.
Byron Graham is a writer, comedian, and gentleman
thief from Denver. A regular contributor to Westword
--Denver's alt-weekly newspaper--Graham also cohosts the deathless Lion's Lair open mic as well as
Designated Drunkard: A Comedy Drinking Game. He
cannot abide cowardice and he's never been defeated
in a duel.
Subscribe to Cherry Magazine on Patreon and get two
free tickets to Designated Drunkard!
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special
feature:

Susan's
Feline Friends

clockwise from top left: Eve and Titan share a snuggle, brothers Hal and
Harding keep watch from the upper deck, Titan stretches out.
Photos courtesy of Susan Schoenthal.
Want to get your cat featured? Email us at cherrymagazinelovesyou@gmail.com.

Final Jeopardy!
What is…My Last Fucking Dream?
by K. B. Jensen
I had a kinky sex dream about Alex Trebek.
It wasn’t all bad, but then again, I can remember
only snippets of it. Running my ?ingers through his
gray hair. I answered him, “What is the meaning of
life?” And he called me a winner.
I cannot tell you the things he did to me, not
without blushing. Then I woke up alone. I felt the
need to change the sheets. Sweaty. Stale. I ripped
them off and crumpled them in a pile at the foot of
the bed. The curtain ?luttered open and the breeze
kissed my naked skin. I always did like to sleep in
the buff.
It’s been ?ive years since my husband died. I
am not quite ready to be an old woman. I am not
ready to lose myself to grief. I am not lost without
him, but I’m not particularly happy either. Perhaps
I’ve been watching too much “Jeopardy!” Or maybe
I need more of Alex in real life. No one ever talks
about the stuff you miss behind closed doors. It’s
not that I haven’t had other men ?lit in and out of
my life since he died. It’s just Gregory, my husband,
had certain talents that other men just don’t have.
I don my robe and fetch the newspaper, a
relic of my youth. I spread the thin paper across
my kitchen table and anchor it with my coffee cup.
I read about murder and mayhem and political
scandals and the ink spreads across the skin on my
hands. It would be interesting if it weren’t for the
fact that the news seems to repeat each day.
My neighbor walks out on his front porch to
get his paper. I swear we are the last two
newspaper subscribers left in the world. They will
pry my newspaper from my cold, dead hands, I
think with a laugh.
A lot of people die within six months of
their spouse departing this world. Grief takes a toll.
I can feel it in my chest and in my lungs,
sometimes. Parts of me have turned to ash. I threw
handfuls of dirt onto Gregory’s cof?in. It was like I
was burying him in pieces of me.

I get up to get myself a second cup of coffee
and trip on the rope that’s supposed to tie my robe
closed. I slip forward. I’m not fast enough to reach
out with both hands. I hit my head on the wall on
the way down and I hear a crack. Was it the wall or
my skull?
For a second I see stars, and not in a good
way, not the way Alex had me seeing them. And I
have a moment of panic. I cannot die today, not
mostly naked on a linoleum ?loor. The air hums in
my ears.
I hear Gregory’s voice. “Wake up, my
darling. Wake up.”
I open my eyes and there he is in our bed,
smiling at me. We are young again. He’s wearing
boxers and I touch his warm chest, shocked to feel
the familiar skin.
“I thought you were gone,” I say.
“Time for work,” he says. “Silly, groggy
honey.”

I cannot die today,
not mostly naked
on a linoleum floor.
In that moment, I wonder, maybe I am dead
and I don’t even know it. Like I never noticed my
own life slip away. And maybe Gregory is dead and
he doesn’t know it.
Because like the news spread across my
kitchen table, we repeat each day. We use the same
words even.
“I love you. Have a good day at work,” I say.
And this is it. There is no dollar amount for
this answer.
K.B. Jensen is the author of the bestselling crime
novel Painting With Fire, and A Storm of Stories,
which handles love, craziness and impossibility. For
more, visit www.kbjensenauthor.com.
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Two Minutes and Thirty-Three Seconds
by Beth Davies-Sto?ka
The duration of totality in Tryon, Nebraska
(pop. 157) was 2 minutes, 33 seconds. The eclipse
began at 11:30 a.m. central time, with a partial
phase at “1 o’clock” on the sun’s disk. Over the next
83 minutes, the moon moved directly between the
earth and sun, its natural orbit transforming the
sun to a deep yellow crescent.
The yellow was an effect of our eclipse
glasses. We had to use them. The sun is hot and
bright and it hurts your eyes, even when it is 97%
obscured.
Tryon is in the sandhills of Nebraska, nearly
20,000 square miles of grass-covered dunes that
roll away in all directions. Lazy shadows cast by
harmless clouds ?loat in the blue sky. Cows graze
on one side, horses on the other, and this time of
year, the young ones follow their elders, learning
their ways. You’re eating? Okay, I’ll eat. You’re
waving your tail? Okay, I’ll wave mine. You’re
speaking? Then I’ll listen.
You nuzzle, and I’ll rest.
Dotted here and there with windmills and
haystacks, this part of the world is mostly
unpopulated and mostly uncultivated. It’s wild and
serene.
But we didn’t see the eclipse from Tryon.
We stopped driving about 10 miles east of town. It
was easy to ?ind a quiet pull-off on Highway 92.
Another car had done the same, about a half
mile down. Across the road, cows grazed and then
sank into the grass for a rest. Crickets chirped halfheartedly in the heat, and butter-brown moths
stopped to smell us before moving on to other
things.
We were alone in the grassy quiet,
preparing for an intimate encounter with a
celestial event.
Nebraska is much more beautiful than
many people realize as they zoom across the state
on I-80.
Even when I’m hurrying through Nebraska,
I stop and walk the paths that State Tourism has
thoughtfully built behind the rest stops. I have left
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those paths and climbed down into private
culverts where the sun pulls the trees up high into
the air. In their shade, small streams spill and
sparkle over the rocks of ancient sea beds.
I’ve heard the silence there. I’ve heard the
leaves in the breeze. I’ve heard the dragon?lies,
bees, butter?lies, and birds. Stock still, I’ve listened
to these communities receive the living water of
the streams.
The decision to stop short of town was a
sudden one. We just stopped. Backing into a
barren turnoff, we set the emergency brake
against the dry slope of the ground and opened
our hatchback. Out came the lawn chairs and ice
water, hats and sunscreen.
Oh, and the eclipse glasses, meant to be
used only once in a lifetime. A once-in-a-lifetime
event.
In our chairs, hot in the sun, we pulled our
hats down sharply to protect our eyes. We wore
sunglasses too, believing that we could defeat
Father Time if we didn't squint. Rubbing ourselves

“When was the first time
that you knew
where you were?”
with sunscreen, we snacked and chatted and
surrendered to the heat.
We relaxed.
Eighty-three minutes to totality.
He’s so much like those butter-brown
moths, exploring his space by moving through it.
He wears a straw hat, looking for all things like a
French farmer with his Gallic nose and strong jaw
and forearms built for outdoor work. Gregarious
but a bit shy, he chatted about eclipse-related
things while I sat quietly, admiring his economy of
motion.
He cut up cucumber and stirred it into
yogurt on a paper plate. He served it to me as I sat.
He talked and I listened, occasionally putting the
eclipse glasses to my eyes, watching as the sun
became a deep yellow crescent.
“I can’t visualize astronomical events,” I

said. So he took three paper plates and
demonstrated the orbital planes of earth, sun, and
moon. Finally, I could see the eclipse. I could see it
clear as day. Clear as the day that was slowly
transforming around us.
We sat in a riot of sun?lowers. Annuals.
They have one chance. A sentinel right next to me
was pointed directly at the sun. She wanted to
touch it. She’d already shot up another bud. She
shot it straight and true.
She knew it would kill her, but she’d pay
that price if it took her home. Her sisters, scattered
all around us, were pointed in every direction,
willy nilly and without apparent reason. She alone
pointed herself directly at the sun.
She and I together, pointed directly at the
sun.
Imagine a crescent sun. This is such a
fantastic idea. And yet I sat on a sandhill in
Nebraska, a loving husband on one side and a
brave sister ?lower on the other, and gazed at a
yellow crescent sun.
“When was the ?irst time that you knew
where you were?” I asked him.
“I think I was about 10,” he said promptly.
“Billy Noswicki had built a ham radio. One night at
sunset we turned it on and we heard a German
broadcast. It was my ?irst experience of the
ionosphere. Right then, I knew I was on a planet.
The whole world was out there, and I was part of
it.”
“Then Neil Armstrong walked on the
moon,” I said, “and that changed everything.”
“That changed the possibilities,” he said.
“I was seven years old when Neil
Armstrong walked on the moon,” I said. “For me,
there was no before.”
He knew what I meant.
I’ve had experiences in which the whole
world was one thing before, and another thing
after. He’s had so many of those: the moon landing,
Vietnam, Watergate. None of those ruptured my
sense of what was true or possible, because I was
too young when they happened.
My ruptures have been so much more

personal.
“Martin Marietta made educational ?ilms,” I
continued, “and we had a steady diet of them in
school. I never had to worry that I couldn’t
visualize astronomical events. We had ?ilm and
animation that brought astronomy to life. The
engineers modeled it, the animators put it in
motion, the voiceover explained it, and I could see
it.
“Then we moved to Arizona. I was 12 that
year. I loved going out to the backyard at night. I
stood out there alone with two young lime trees,
staring at the stars. There was nothing in Yuma,” I
reminded him. “Nothing to make ambient light. I
could see the stars.
“And then one night, as I stood there, all the
parts fell into place, click, click, click, done. I could
see it. I was a speck, stuck by gravity to a spinning
planet that revolved around a spinning sun on the
far arm of a spinning galaxy reeling away from its
neighbors in a rapidly expanding universe. I saw it
so clearly. I saw it so perfectly. And I thought, all of
this, everything we do, every last human endeavor,
is pure vanity unless we ?igure out how to survive
the death of our sun.
“I stared at the stars and asked why. Why
con?lict and anger? Why ambition and pride?
Everything is futile, stupid, and useless. If we don’t
create beauty and meaning, then we have no
beauty and we have no meaning.
“If there are no humans, then what does
any of it matter? Things don’t matter unless
someone is there to care.
“People don’t matter unless someone is
there to care.”
At 12 years old, I was stunned at the human
condition.
I stood rooted to the lawn in Yuma’s black
night, looking at all those stars and seeing myself
for the ?irst time. I saw the way I ?it into the whole
of cosmic existence. Hidden in the dark, under
trees too young to bear fruit, I looked through
glass doors into the family room. I struggled to
understand. I longed for home. But the demons
were in the house already.
Whatever they did, whatever they asked of
me, I would endure. I knew what mattered. No
matter what.
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I didn’t tell him that. I simply told him that
when I am truly lost, I can always remember
where I am.
I was looking at the clouds behind us as I
said this. I’m often looking over my shoulder.
Then the present came rushing back. 12:53 p.m.
Eclipse.
Just as I had slid into place so long ago, the
moon was sliding into place now.
“Look, honey,” I said. “Look behind us,
southwest. Look at the clouds.”
They had turned the strangest color. They
were dark, with purples, browns, and blacks, but
they were not storm clouds. They were peaceful
clouds, resting quietly on the horizon. They were
not clouds in shadow. They were clouds surfaced
with shadow.
And as if in an instant, the whole world
changed.
Totality.
We took our eclipse glasses off and gazed
up at the black disk of the moon, a white hot aura
swirling around it. The sky turned a deep blue and
the evening star appeared, sparkling in the high
sky. The crickets grew louder and the cicadas
began evensong. The cows got up. They began
grazing again.
The world was familiar but tinted. Soft
greens mixed indiscernibly with shades of purple
and black, totally still and vaguely unreal. Nothing
disappeared except the bright colors of the
moment before. A light breeze arose and it was 20
degrees cooler.
It was perfect.
We stood in silence, looking at the intense
pink ?ire on the horizon, the bright high clouds
tracing a line to the evening star, and the sun,
dazzling white behind a silent round disk of no
light.
As I stood gazing at that white corona, a bit
of it broke through. It pierced my perception,
sharp and sudden, a shard of that spinning,
churning ball of plasma breaking into my naked
eye.
I didn’t replace my eclipse glasses. Instead,
I watched my world as it came back to light. First,
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the movie-like tints of green, purple, and black
faded. We stood in the indistinct glow of returning
light.
I looked at my sister sun?lower. She didn’t
budge. My girl was single-minded. She’d been
there all month. She knew the sun would return.
Why should she let even a petal shiver? She
continued to raise her fresh new bud in an offering
to the sky.
Then, at a solemn pace, things brightened.
The world was on a dimmer switch, and wattage
was adding incrementally, a hundred watts at a
time.
We watched this until it felt normal again.
And then, like normal, we packed up the
car. Like normal, we pulled out on the road. Like
normal, tires met asphalt and we continued our
drive, west towards home.
Later that day, he gave me presents. He
gave me a card that gently hugged my little girl
heart. Piglet hurried to catch Pooh and said, “Pooh,
promise you won’t forget about me, ever. Not even
when I’m a hundred.”
I cried.
He made silly jokes so I would laugh. I dried
my eyes and thanked him. “They were your
childhood friends,” he said, observing more than
asking. “Yes,” I said, drifting into a movie-tinted
world where books were safe and dipped in gold.
Yes.
And then I glanced at the sun.
“I have seen you,” I whispered. “You’ll never
look the same to me again.”
Long ago, in an Arizona night, I saw all the
stars. Then, in one bright Nebraska afternoon, I
saw the one star that matters the most. In totality.
My sister sun?lower remained where she
stood, resolute, her might and main trained to the
sky. She reached for her Beloved, determined to
get home before the snow and darkness came.
Before her beautiful yellow life came to an
end.
And she failed. I know.
But her Beloved did not. When the cold
came, He reached for her. He cradled her gently in
His loving hands, and He carried her home. To the

home she longed for.
To the perfection that we shared.
For two minutes, and thirty-three seconds.
Writer, goof-off, and survivor, Beth teaches wonders
and marvels to college students. You can :ind her at
https://bethdaviessto:ka.blog.
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Jacks and Ellens
by M. L. Kennedy
Jack and Ellen were -loating inside the First
AmeriCare Bank Spaceship. They had been -loating
there for the last three hundred years, in some
form or another.
Jack was backing up his memories before
running the routine maintenance checks on deck C.
It was purely out of routine; today wasn’t going to
be any more dangerous than yesterday’s
maintenance of deck B, or the day before that’s
check of deck A. Jack had grown accustomed to
backing up his entire mind -irst thing every
morning.
For the -ifteenth straight day, Ellen
commented, “I don’t know why you don’t back up
in the night before you go to sleep.”
Today, Jack countered with, “Didn’t you yell
at me last week for still calling it day and night?”
“You know what I mean,” Ellen responded.
“Yes. Yes, I do,” stated Jack -latly. “By the
same token, what will be my response to you
regarding today’s nagging?”
Ellen didn’t even have to think about this
thing. “You’ll tell me, ‘Ellen, if I die when I’m
sleeping, you’ll just have to tell the next clone
about yesterday.’”
Jack did have to think about this thing.
Finally, he said, “I’d have thought that I’d be more
poetic than that.”
Jack left to run his errands, and Ellen
scanned the screens for messages. The starboard
antenna managed to catch a homeworld
transmission, announcing the chapter 13
bankruptcy of First AmeriCare Bank. Based on the
ship’s calculations, this report was broadcast 73
years ago. Ellen noted this in the logs, and
wondered who picked up their ship’s naming
rights.
She hoped it was Carb-o-paste. She loved
Carb-o-paste. At least, original her did. Technically,
Ellen 17 had never had it. She could imagine its
-lavor with vivid detail, which is all original Ellen
could’ve done when she wasn’t actively eating it.
The only other notable transmission was a
distress signal from the Betting Games 375 Space

Cruiser. There was a massive power failure which
led to a dispute over whose clones should be eaten
-irst, which led to a mutiny, then murder. Ellen
momentarily felt guilty that she lacked the skills
necessary to help the survivors of this incident
which happened twelve years ago on a ship
traveling away from her at a velocity that far
exceeded the maximum speed of the First
AmeriCare Bank Space Ship.
Or whatever their ship was now called.
Meanwhile, Jack made it to the ladder of
deck C and pulled the -irst rung. He -loated to the
top, not bothering with any of the others. Though
he felt like slacking off, he decided to do what he
was supposed to and check all the grow tubes,
individually. He started from the farthest one to
the left. Touching the outside changed the chrome
to translucent, and replaced one funhouse mirror
version of Jack’s face with another. This one was
almost ripe, and would almost certainly be his
replacement within the next 5 to 10 years. He
programmed the test sequence, and the
homunculus blinked and turned and showed the

Something just felt…off.
It was probably nothing.
range of motion it could show from the inside of a
cylinder.
After twenty minutes, Jack made it to the
last of the Jacks. This tube was faulty, and the Jack
inside had grown to a ripe old age of 40. Old Jack
was quite -it and still handsome, if Jack did think
so himself. This one was kept around as an
emergency backup in case of a Jack shortage.
Then it was time for Jack to start checking
on the Ellens. One by one he went through those
grow tubes, and made all the girls dance and wink
at him. He was ready to head back, when he got a
sinking feeling, one that he felt he must have had a
time or two before in a previous life. There was
something wrong about Ellen 23.
Jack activated the control panel of Ellen 23.
Laying there in stasis, she looked like she ought to
have. The grow tube had aged her to the
appearance of perhaps 9, and she had the same
dishwater brown hair and the same creepy
attached earlobes that Jack had grown accustomed
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to in these long centuries.
Something just felt. . . off.
It was probably nothing.
He had gone through his entire checklist
once; did he need to do it again? Her elbows bent
like they ought to have bent. Jack -iddled with the
controls and managed to wiggle all the -ingers and
toes to within their acceptable parameters.
Huh.
Jack became distracted for a moment, when
he saw a tiny speck of yesterday’s dinner -loat past
him. It was maybe the size of a sesame seed, but
Jack knew the trouble it could cause. In the course
of snatching it from the air, Jack’s elbow grazed the
control panel.
Ellen 23 blinked.
Jack hit the control panel again,
purposefully this time.
And there it was.
Her eyes were different.
Her eyes were green.
For too long a time, Jack tried to remember
the color of the eyes of the woman with whom he
had spent the last three hundred years of his lives.
Weren’t they blue?
He was almost certain they were blue.
They were most probably blue.
Jack went back and forth with this for too
long a time, before making Ellen 22 blink.
Blue eyes.
Ellen 24.
Blue eyes.
He checked all of the growth tubes again,
and all except Ellen 23 had blue eyes. What did this
mean? Did he have to tell Ellen about this? Did he
to recycle Ellen 23 like he had to with Jack 8 who
didn’t develop thumbs? Did they hold on to it like
they do Old Jack?
They had enough Ellens to spare.
Before he went to Ellen with this news, Jack
decided to re-check all of the Jacks. Jack 28, brown
eyes.
Jack 29, brown eyes.
Jack 30, brown eyes.
He was on the very last Jack when he
noticed it. When the tube to Old Jack changed from
clear back to chrome, he saw in his own re-lection.
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Green eyes.

ML Kennedy is a collection of approximately 8
x 10²⁷ atoms which arbitrarily distinguishes
itself from the identical atoms surrounding it.
Roughly half of these were formed in the big
bang, with most of the rest coming about as a
result of exploding stars of various sizes. This
atomic municipality has written such books
as Thanksgiving for Werewolves, and 100 by
100: Stories in 100 Words.

The President Has a Headache
(Too Soon? Fuck It)
by Jen Kolic
It’s been building all morning, a wide band
of tension that -inally snapped, settling behind her
eyes. She wishes she could just go back to bed. But
she is the President, and a small Mediterranean
country she is allied with has been making vague
naval threats against a small Mediterranean
country she is not allied with, but they are
certainly on nodding terms.
The President turns on her humidi-ier and
cancels the rest of the day’s appointments. She
calls the threatening Prime Minister.
“Ivan is building a nuclear power plant, or
so he says! He’s going to start making nuclear
missiles, I know it—he’s been hinting at it all
week!”
The President shuts her eyes against the
glare of the desk lamp. “Paloma, I’m sure he’s just
being -lamboyant.”
The President turns out the lights in her
of-ice and draws the curtains. She asks an aide to
hold all her calls. She takes a few deep breaths and
tries to focus on literally anything but the
throbbing mass in her head.
She calls the President of the other,
ostensibly non-threatening, country.
“Paloma is building up her navy! If she
thinks I can’t do anything to stop her, well, we’ll
just see!”
“Ivan, is that really the most helpful
attitude?”
“I knew you’d take her side!”
The President rings for a cup of chamomile
tea and tries to gather her thoughts—or any
thoughts, really, that don’t involve her brain being
razed by a tank. She rallies her strength and tries
again.
“Believe me, Paloma, I’m on your side.
We’re allies, right? I just think it wasn’t the best

idea to hold a press conference aboard your new
submarine.”
“But I worked so hard to get funding for it!
Don’t you ever just want to treat yourself?”
The President thinks of her bed. A kingsized, memory foam, down comforter-covered
wonderland, just for her. She shakes her head,
then winces as it throbs.
“Well, but the point is that it really upset
Ivan, you know. He’s a sensitive guy, and his navy
hasn’t had an upgrade since the Cold War.”
“Hah, I bet! It doesn’t matter, whatever he’s
threatening now, my admirals assure me that we
can blockade his ports within a week.”
The President sighs helplessly and rings for
more tea. Halfway through the cup, an aide comes
to the door.
“Sorry, Madame President. It’s Ivan. He says
it’s urgent.”
He is already shouting when she picks up
the receiver.
“She thinks she can blockade my ports! My
generals tell me we can destroy her navy, easily!
Even her fancy submarine!”
The President leans her head away until the
line grows quiet. “Really, Ivan, do you think that’s
in everyone’s best interest here?”
“I won’t have her making me look weak! My
army is just as strong…”
The President tries to think back to
yesterday, that brilliant, shining time when she
wasn’t in excruciating pain. Now all she wants is a
cold washcloth for her face.
“Ivan? Ivan, I’m sorry, I’m getting another
call. I’ll get back with you as soon as I can.”
She can still hear him shouting as she
gently replaces the receiver.
The President looks around the of-ice,
wondering if she could -it comfortably under her
desk, and whether anyone would think to look for
her there. She settles for an Excedrin and a nap on
the couch.
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When she wakes she feels just as groggy,
but the throbbing in her head has petered out to a
dull ache. Another aide—her favorite—sticks his
head in the door.
“Moira, I know you said not to disturb you,
but David thought you’d want to see this.”
He turns on the country’s leading cable
news channel. Two former generals are taking bets
on the outbreak of World War III in the
Mediterranean.
“Oh, for fuck’s sake!” The President sighs.
“Thank you, Reilly.”
She runs a hand through her hair, stretches,
and rings for an Americano.
Paloma sounds like she’s on a runway
somewhere, and roars over the engines.
“I’m having my ambassador formally ask
you for economic sanctions! He’ll be there -irst

She can still hear him
shouting as she gently
replaces the receiver.
thing tomorrow!”
The President, perking up from the caffeine,
says, “I don’t think we should formally take sides
until—”
“WHAT?” The engines seem to be getting
louder.
“I said, I don’t think—”
“Hold on, you’re cutting out!”
Ivan is, if possible, even more agitated. But
the President’s head is starting to clear.
“I’ll go to the UN! You two don’t scare me!”
“Ivan, just calm down. None of this is really
necessary.”
“Necessary?! I’ll tell you what’s necessary
—”
“Especially when Paloma and I were just
agreeing that it would be a shame to go to war,
since we absolutely love your wine.”
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“I’ll show you—Oh…really? You like our
wine? Our growing season isn’t very long, but we
do pretty well for ourselves.”
“That’s what Paloma said! You know, Ivan, if
you sent her a case she’d probably send you some
olive oil.”
The President circles slowly around the
couch with the phone on speaker.
“I’m telling you, Paloma, Ivan’s had a change
of heart. I just told him that if you two went to war,
he probably wouldn’t be getting any more of your
olive oil for a while, and suddenly he was insisting
on sending you a case of wine and forgetting the
whole thing.”
“Oh really? I didn’t realize he liked our olive
oil that much...We’ve won awards, in fact.”
“That’s exactly what he said! I think it
would be a really nice gesture if you sent him
some.”
“Yes, yes, I think you’re right. . . You know,
Moira, that reminds me, we haven’t had lunch in
forever.”
The next week, press from all three capitols
crowd the President’s patio as she, Paloma, and
Ivan have lunch to celebrate a new culinary trade
deal, unique to the Mediterranean. As Ivan offers
her another glass of wine, the President hesitates
only for a moment. She’s going to feel this
tomorrow, but what the hell, she’s celebrating.
Jen Kolic is the founder of Rotten Girl Press, the
publisher of Cherry Magazine, and we didn’t deserve
Hillary, anyway.
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